Abstact. The success of chemotherapy in soft matter as a survival is found in the paper. Therefore, it is found the analogous tumor stretching force in soft matter; ultrasonography is performed for this tumor; restoration in soft matter with such a tumor is found; Bayes estimate of the probability of chemotherapy success is derived from the transferred chemical energy and from soft matter entropy; survival probability is juxtaposed to this probability of success.
Introduction
Soft matter is a matter between the nano and micron scales, where the new characteristics occur, due to the collective behavior in it and as well the complex flow there [1] . The scale of this matter is the same as the scale of life [2] .
Cancer development is a tumor growth [3] . When human tissues are considered as soft matter, cancer development is not only a growth but also an intensive thermodynamic process. This intensive process causes molecule knotting, changing of molecule elasticity and new molecule networks. Cancer is a dynamic phase transition [4] in such an intense process.
The proliferation index is a clinical prognostic biomarker of cancer development. It estimates the expected doubling time of tumors. It is obtained by investigating PCNA protein (proliferating cell nuclear antigen).
The survival [5] [6] demonstrates the success of cancer chemotherapy. Here, the success of chemotherapy is considered as a ratio of the efficacy to it toxicity.
In this paper is studied the success of chemotherapy in soft matter through the transferred chemical energy in soft matter. Here, the transferred chemical energy is obtained from the proliferation index.
Analogous force of tumor stretching
Tumor proliferation in soft matter determines the reaction temperature between the tumor and soft matter. The inverse temperature of the reaction β is obtained according to Tian [7] from the proliferation index β = π(PI 1 2 -0.36)/(10PI) (1) In (1) PI is the proliferation index in percentages, divided by 10. Cancer proliferation periodicity in soft matter is determined by the inverse temperature β in accordance with Cardy [8] ω = 4/β, (2) In (2) ω is the cancer proliferation frequency. Let the tumor in soft matter acts as stretching in an isothermal system from [9] . Then the analogous stretching force F is found from cancer proliferation frequency ω,
Flow in Tumor Development
The analogous stretching force changes the internal soft matter energy. Initial internal energy of soft matter is obtained according to [10] as an initial internal energy of a quantum thermodynamic system with a preliminary information about the tumor stretching force. This initial internal energy E ini is
In this equation β is the inverse tumor temperature, E is the tumor energy, β 0 is the base inverse tumor temperature, E 0 is the base tumor energy, and T 2 is the temperature of soft matter without a tumor.
The final internal energy of soft matter is obtained according to [10] as a final internal energy of the quantum thermodynamic system with preliminary information for the tumor stretching force. This final internal energy E fin is E fin = 176((a max -a min ) + T 2 ln((1 + exp(a min /T 2 ))/ (1 + exp(a max /T 2 ))))(1 -T 2 /T 1 ) (5) T 1 = max(1/β, 1/β 0 ) Herein β, Е, β 0 , Е 0 , Т 2 are the values from (5), and T 1 is the temperature of the soft matter with a tumor. The change of the internal energy of the soft matter at analogous stretching force is S = E fin -E ini (6) This change in internal energy is heard in ultrasonography [11] . Indeed [11] , when ultrasound beam passes through the tissue, its energy is partly absorbed and converted into heat. The transfer of ultrasound energy is characterized by parameters (a, λ, µ), defined according to [11] from the change of the internal energy and the tumor stretching force for L experiments. These parameters are Ultrasonography gives the following metric tumor marker m n , m n = {7.3, if N_int(u n ) ≤ 0; 4.1, if N_int(u n ) = 1; 2.9, if N_int(u n ) = 2; (8) 2.2, if N_int(u n ) = 3; undetermined, if N_int(u n ) ≥ 4 } u n = 100(2.5µ -a) Herein N_int(.) is the nearest integer to (.).
Transferred Chemical Energy during Chemotherapy
Resource restoration of soft matter with a tumor is determined by the analogous force of stretching F and by the chemotherapy intensity k s . Then [12] , resource restoration of soft matter with a tumor proceeds with the following intensity m a = (2.2/k s )exp(2(F+1.05))-3.5 (9) Resource restoration of the soft matter with a tumor with intensity (10) is achieved in accordance with [13] , with a percent drug W, W = 100-50(100k s /m a ) ½ (10) The time t r for resource restoration with a percent drug W is obtained according to [13] t r = (42.5+(42.5 2 -16.16(W+10.7)) ½ ) (11) This time is obtained at isothermality of soft matter with a tumor in it. The change of this time, due to the heat diffusion in the soft matter with a tumor, is [14] , [12] , The time Т r for resource restoration of the soft matter with a tumor, at taking into account the heat diffusion, is T r = t r + ∆t (13) Transferred chemical energy into the soft matter at chemotherapy with a restoration time (13) , in accordance with [15] , is E a = m a sinh(λ/2)/cosh(λ 2 /4) (14) Herein m a is the resource restoration intensity from (9) , and λ is the parameter of the transferred ultrasound energy.
Success of Chemotherapy
Success of the chemotherapy in soft matter is determined by the transferred chemical energy in the soft matter and by the entropy in the soft matter. Herein the transferred chemical energy presents the toxicity of chemotherapy, at given its efficacy, and the entropy presents the toxicity of chemotherapy.
The probability p te for transferring of the chemical energy E a from (14) is defined as the probability with Wigner distribution from [16] . Then this probability is
E -= (2/(100k s ))(m n + 1) -(4/(100k s ))m n ½ , E + = (2/(100k s ))(m n + 1) + (4/(100k s ))m n ½ Probability p te is the conditional probability of chemotherapy toxicity at given its efficiency. The entropy of the soft matter h is determined as non-extensive entropy from [17] . Then this entropy is h = (3.45
G q = 1/(q ½ Γ(q -1/2)/Γ(q) + q ½ Γ(q + 1)/Γ(q + 3/2)), q = m n Herein Γ(.) is the gamma function, and k * is the tumor development intensity. Prior probability p t of the chemotherapy toxicity is obtained according to [18] log(p t ) = π 2 /(6h) (17) Conditional probability for the chemotherapy success in soft matter p s , determined according to Bayes' formula, for prior probability of chemotherapy efficacy p e =0.899, is p s = 0.899p te /p t (18) 
Testing of the Success
The success of the chemotherapy in soft matter is tested for 32 patients with breast cancer. The test shows that the chemotherapy success, referred to the restoration time at chemotherapy, presents distant metastasis-free, given in months, survival from [5] . Here it is assumed that survival is the time scaled success of chemotherapy. Group of patients, with a low-intermediate risk according to 'MKS (mitotic kinome metagene score)', consists of all the patients with a metric tumor marker m n =4.1. Group of patients with a low-intermediate risk according to 'MKS' and a high risk according to '70-gene MammaPrint', includes all patients with a metric tumor marker m n =7.3. Group of patients with a high risk according to 'MKS' and a high risk according to '70-gene MammaPrint' consists only of patients with a metric tumor marker m n =2.2 and m n =2.9.
Conclusion
The success of chemotherapy in soft matter as a survival is studied in this paper. This success is obtained as follows:
1/ the analogous force of tumor stretching in soft matter is found, through the frequency distribution of the tumor; 2/ ultrasonography is done for this tumor through the change of internal energy of the soft matter; 3/ soft matter restoration with such a tumor is found through the transferred chemical energy at chemotherapy; 4/ Bayes estimate of the probability for chemotherapy success is derived from the transferred chemical energy and from the soft matter entropy; 5/ survival probability is juxtaposed to the time scaling probability of success of chemotherapy.
